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A Note on  Learning Standards Presented in  this Guide 

Three sets of standards have been linked to each of the learning objectives in this packet. The Washington State K-12 So-

cial Studies Learning Standards and the accompanying Grade Level Requirements are the social studies standards for WA 

State.  

The College, Career, & Civic Life C3 Framework for Social Studies State Standards are the standards published by the 

National Council for the Social Studies. Guiding the packet as a whole is the Framework for Global Learning created by the 

Asia Society and the Council of Chief State School Officers titled Educating for Global Competence: Preparing Our Youth 

to Engage the World (2011). 

Cross-objective standards are listed at the beginning of the packet, and content-specific standards can be found after each  

learning objective. 

The standards provided have been selected for relevance, but are not exclusive: many other standards, such as Common 

Core, may be applicable to the resources and learning objectives identified in this packet. The intention for this packet ’s 

organization is to provide educators with an idea of resources available and possible uses for resources. Users should feel 

free to create their own learning objectives and to select resources according to the specific needs of their classrooms.  

The student understands and applies reasoning skills to conduct research, deliberate, and form and evaluate positions 

through the processes of reading, writing, and communicating. 

SOCIAL STUDIES LEARNING STANDARDS SOCIAL STUDIES LEARNING STANDARDS 

There are five EALRs in Social Studies, one for each of the discipline areas: civics, economics, geography, and history, and a 

fifth for social studies skills. 

(1) Social Studies EALR 1: CIVICS 

The student understands and applies knowledge of government, law, politics, and the nation’s fundamental documents to 

make decisions about local, national, and international issues and to demonstrate thoughtful, participatory citizenship. 

(2) Social Studies EALR 2: ECONOMICS 

The student applies understanding of economic concepts and systems to analyze decision-making and the interactions be-

tween individuals, households, businesses, governments, and societies. 

(3) Social Studies EALR 3: GEOGRAPHY 

The student uses a spatial perspective to make reasoned decisions by applying the concepts of location, region, and move-

ment and demonstrating knowledge of how geographic features and human cultures impact environments.  

(4) Social Studies EALR 4: HISTORY 

The student understands and applies knowledge of historical thinking, chronology, eras, turning points, major ideas, indi-

viduals, and themes on local, Washington State, tribal, United States, and world history in order to evaluate how history 

shapes the present and future. 

(5) Social Studies EALR 5: SOCIAL STUDIES SKILLS 

The student understands and applies reasoning skills to conduct research, deliberate, and form and evaluate positions 

through the processes of reading, writing, and communicating. 

Outlining Standards 



 

COLLEGE, CAREER, & CIVIC LIFE C3 FRAMEWORK FOR SOCIAL STUDIES STATE STANDARDS 

The C3 Framework is organized into the four Dimensions, which support a robust social studies program 

rooted in inquiry. 

The four Dimensions are as follows: 

(1) Developing questions and planning inquiries; 

(2) Applying disciplinary concepts and tools; 

(3) Evaluating sources and using evidence; 

(4) Communicating conclusions and taking informed action 

DIMENSION 1: 

DEVELOPING QUESTIONS 

AND PLANNING INQUIRES 

DIMENSION 2: 

APPLYING DISCIPLINARY 

TOOLS AND CONCEPTS 

DIMENSION 3:  

EVALUATING SOURCES AND 

USING EVIDENCE  

DIMENSION 4: 

COMMUNICATING CONCLU-

SIONS AND TAKING INFORMED 

ACTION 

Developing Questions and 

Planning Inquiries  

• Civics 

• Economics 

• Geography 

• History 

• Gathering and Evalu-

ating Sources 

• Developing Claims and 

Using Evidence 

• Communicating and Critiqu-

ing Conclusions 

• Taking Informed Action 

Dimension 2 has four disciplinary subsections: (1) Civics; (2) Economics; (3) Geography; (4) History. Each discipli-

nary subsection has three to four additional categories, which provide an organizing mechanism for the founda-

tional  content and skills within each discipline. 

C3 Framework Organization 

CIVICS ECONOMICS GEOGRPAHY HISTORY 

Civic and Political Institu-

tions 

Economic Decision Making Geographic Representations: Spe-

cial Views of the World 

Change, Continuity, and 

Context 

Participation and Deliber-

ation: Applying Civic Vir-

tues and Democratic Prin-

ciples 

Exchange and Markets Human-Environment Interaction: 

Place, Religions, and Culture 

Perspective 

Processes, Rules, and 

Laws 

The National Economy Human Populations: Spatial Patterns 

and Movements 

Historical Sources and Evi-

dence 

 The Global Economy Global Interconnections: Changing 

Spatial Patterns 

Causation and Argumenta-

tion 

Outlining Standards 



 

Frameworks taken from Educating for Global Competence: Preparing Our Youth to Engage the World (Asia 

Society and the Council of Chief State School Officers 2011). 

“Global competence is the capacity and disposition to understand and act on issues of global 

significance” (Chapter 2). 

           Globally competent students are able to perform the following four competences: 

 1. Investigate the world beyond their immediate environment, framing significant problems and 

     conducting well-crafted and age-appropriate research. 

 2. Recognize perspectives others’ and their own, articulating and explaining such perspectives 

      thoughtfully and respectfully. 

  3. Communicate ideas effectively with diverse audiences, bridging geographic, linguistic, 

       ideological, and cultural barriers. 

                 4. Take action to improve conditions, viewing themselves as players in the world and 

       participating reflectively. 

Educating For Global Competence 



 

Outer space: space immediately outside the earth's atmosphere. 

Satellite: artificial object launched into a temporary or permanent orbit around Earth. Spacecraft of this type 

may be either crewed or uncrewed, the latter being the most common. 

Space Exploration: investigation, by means of crewed and uncrewed spacecraft, of the reaches of the universe 

beyond Earth’s atmosphere and the use of the information gained to increase knowledge of the cosmos and 

benefit humanity. 

Space Debris: artificial material that is orbiting Earth but is no longer functional. This material can be as large as 

a discarded rocket stage or as small as a microscopic chip of paint. 

Space Weather: conditions in space caused by the Sun that can affect satellites and technology on Earth as well 

as human life and health. 

Space Diplomacy: refers to the integration of science diplomacy knowledge, technology and legal linkages as 

applied to the expansion of space exploration. Since diplomatic relations are essential to mitigate various 

health, science, nature, and technology issues between nations, space diplomacy allows different nations to 

agree on what is fair with regard to space exploration and commercialization. 

Space Diplomacy Framework: outlines how State Department diplomacy will advance continued U.S. space 

leadership and will expand international cooperation on mutually beneficial space activities, while promoting 

responsible behavior from all space actors, strengthening the understanding of, and support for, U.S. national 

space policies and programs, and promoting international use of U.S. space capabilities, systems, and services. 

Global Space Economy: is growing and evolving, together with the development and profound transformation 

of the space sector and the further integration of space into society and economy. Today, the deployed space 

infrastructure makes the development of new services possible, which in turn enables new applications, in sec-

tors such as meteorology, energy, telecommunications, insurance, transport, maritime, aviation and urban de-

velopment leading to additional economic and societal benefits. The space sector is not only a growth sector 

itself, but is the vital enabler of growth in other sectors.  

Space Law: the body of regulations in international law that governs conduct in and related to areas of space 

above Earth’s lower atmosphere.  

Key Terms 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/outer%20space
https://www.britannica.com/technology/Earth-satellite
https://www.britannica.com/science/space-exploration
https://www.britannica.com/technology/space-debris
https://www.britannica.com/science/space-weather
https://academic-accelerator.com/encyclopedia/space-diplomacy
https://www.state.gov/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/Space-Framework-Clean-2-May-2023-Final-Updated-Accessible-5.25.2023.pdf
https://space-economy.esa.int/article/33/what-is-the-space-economy
https://www.britannica.com/topic/space-law


 

Space Domain: Space has recently been recognized by NATO1 as the fifth operational domain for military op-

erations and guarantees fundamental services and applications for all Armed Forces, strongly influencing the 

success of modern military operations. Space is now considered a physical domain on a par with sea, land, air 

and cyberspace but, unlike the first three, it is not heavily populated and, relatively speaking, not even 

trafficked. Therefore, it has previously been treated mostly as a mission, rather than a domain to occupy and 

protect. However, the situation is rapidly evolving. 

Space-Based Assets: (satellites and the terrestrial ground stations that communicate with them) provide criti-

cal support to military and civilian operations. They are vulnerable to unintentional damage and disruption, and 

to deliberate attack. 

Space Tourism: recreational space travel, either on established government-owned vehicles such as the Rus-

sian Soyuz and the International Space Station (ISS) or on vehicles fielded by private companies. 

Commercial Space Industry: products can be broadly classified into four categories: space launch services, com-

munications and remote sense satellites, related satellite services, and necessary ground-based equipment. 

Space launch services are largely focused on the delivery of satellites or spacecraft (the payload) to space, the 

transportation of cargo and astronauts to the International Space Station (ISS), and eventually sending passen-

gers into space for space tourism. 

International Space Station: is a space station assembled in low Earth orbit largely by the United States and 

Russia, with assistance and components from a multinational consortium.  

Subnational Actors: are actors under the authority of a national government. In federal states, they can be 

states or provinces. Regions and municipalities are other examples of subnational governments. 

Planetary Protection: is the practice of protecting solar system bodies from contamination by Earth life and 

protecting Earth from possible life forms that may be returned from other solar system bodies. 

Kessler Syndrome: is a phenomenon in which the amount of junk in orbit around Earth reaches a point where it 

just creates more and more space debris, causing big problems for satellites, astronauts and mission planners. 

Space Force: a military service focused solely on pursuing superiority in the space domain.  

Key Terms 

https://www.japcc.org/articles/the-land-approach-to-the-space-domain/
https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/POST-PN-0654/POST-PN-0654.pdf
https://www.britannica.com/topic/space-tourism
https://www.trade.gov/commercial-space
https://www.britannica.com/topic/International-Space-Station
https://sma.nasa.gov/sma-disciplines/planetary-protection#:~:text=Planetary%20Protection%20is%20the%20practice,from%20other%20solar%20system%20bodies.
https://sma.nasa.gov/sma-disciplines/planetary-protection#:~:text=Planetary%20Protection%20is%20the%20practice,from%20other%20solar%20system%20bodies.
https://www.space.com/kessler-syndrome-space-debris
https://www.spaceforce.mil/About-Us/About-Space-Force/


 

1. Students will be able to identify 

and explain the role, practice, and 

relevance of diplomacy in the inter-

national relations of space. In addi-

tion, students will evaluate the U.S. 

perspective on space diplomacy. 

 

2. Students will be able to identify 

space diplomacy initiatives and 

evaluate the effectiveness of these 

efforts to advance collaboration 

and peace in space. 

 

3. Students will be able to explain how and why different national and regional actors are forging dip-

lomatic pathways to sustain space exploration, development and prosperity. 

 

4. Students will be able to identify and analyze public awareness strategies to promote transnational 

collaboration and peace in the space arena. 

 

5. Students will be able to assess the ways diplomacy opens opportunities in the global space econo-

my for private actors. In addition, 

 

6. Students will evaluate how space diplomacy can resolve commercial, legal and policy challenges 

across sovereign borders. 

 

7. Students will be able to identify and explain the opportunities and challenges of commercial space 

tourism. 

 

8. Students will be able to identify and assess the role (and opportunities) of youth in space initia-

tives. 

 

9. Students will be able to explain the evolution of space exploration and evaluate the concept 

“space race” (both past and present). 

Learning Objectives 



 

Astronauts and Voyages into Space - A Look into Space Exploration  

“Students will learn about the history of space exploration; be able to define the terms: astronaut and 

cosmonaut; learn the requirements to be an astronaut; name famous astronauts and explain their contri-

butions to space exploration; and describe notable space explorations in history.” 

Brief History of Space Exploration 

https://www.elementaryschoolscience.com/space-lesson-astronauts-exploration
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Will China Beat the United States Back to the Moon? It’s Possible. (November 13th, 2023) 

“The stakes of the modern moon race are different from the Cold War contest between the Soviet Union 

and the United States, where the goal of the sprint to plant a flag in lunar soil was to claim moral and 

technological dominance for a political system. That motive still exists in the U.S.-China rivalry, but now 

both countries are working toward building an enduring presence on the moon and in cislunar space, the 

real estate between the moon and Earth. And who gets there first could set precedents for the next 

phase of lunar expeditions — where countries would mine resources such as water, establish settlements 

and pursue scientific discovery.” 

 

The New Space Race: Mars, the Moon, and the New Political Frontier (October 1st, 2023) 

“In recent years, the business sector has picked up the gauntlet and the journey to Mars is back on the 

table, accelerating the geopolitical race globally, as China, the US, and India all vie for dominance.” 

 

In New Space Race, Commercial Companies Boost US Over China (September 14th, 2023) 

“The first space race was a contest between U.S. and Soviet government agencies to reach the moon’s 

surface. But the new space race is much more muddled — and the stakes may be higher than ever. In this 

space race, it’s not only governments that are competing. Private companies and state-owned enterpris-

es are also accounting for more launches. India, Russia, and Japan all attempted landings on the lunar 

surface this summer, though only India was successful.” 

 

The New Space Race Is On - And Everyone Is Headed To The Moon (August 25th, 2023)  

“A new space race is underway. But 

why exactly are we racing to the moon 

again? NPR's Scott Detrow speaks to 

space lawyer Michelle Hanlon to find 

out.” 

 

The New Space Race Is On, with More 

Players Than Ever Before (August 24th, 

2023) 

“Once again, the United States is leading the charge to return to the Moon, thanks in large part to dec-

ades of experience operating in space. NASA’s Artemis Program is ongoing, with the first uncrewed mis-

sion already in the bag, and Artemis II, the first crewed mission of the program, planned for launch in 

2024. This time, however, the United States isn’t going to the Moon alone.” 

The New Space Race 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2023/11/13/china-nasa-moon-landing-first/
https://www.calcalistech.com/ctechnews/article/ryjnpsiga
https://globalaffairs.org/bluemarble/new-space-race-commercial-companies-boost-us-over-china
https://www.npr.org/2023/08/25/1196002199/the-new-space-race-is-on-and-everyone-is-headed-to-the-moon
https://www.syfy.com/syfy-wire/the-new-space-race-is-on-with-more-players-than-ever-before
https://www.syfy.com/syfy-wire/the-new-space-race-is-on-with-more-players-than-ever-before
https://www.syfy.com/syfy-wire/the-new-space-race-is-on-with-more-players-than-ever-before


 

Space Race 2.0: Russia, India, China and the U.S. Are Heading for the Lunar South Pole (August 17th, 

2023) 

“Roughly six decades after the Soviet Union and the U.S. raced each other to get to the moon, a new 

competition has emerged. This time around, the focus is on the lunar south pole, where scientists have 

detected traces of water ice.” 

 

The New Space Age: Is a New Space Race Already Underway? (June 1st, 2023)  

“In this edition of Wilson Center NOW, we are joined by Christian Davenport, Public Policy Fellow with the 

Wilson Center’s Science and Technology Innovation Program and Staff Writer at The Washington Post, 

covering the defense and space industries. He discusses where the U.S. space industry stands as private 

industry increasingly enters the market and China’s space program continues its rapid expansion.” 

 

Contours of Space Diplomacy in the Global South (May 16th, 2023) 

“Space diplomacy involves leveraging space science and technology to achieve foreign policy goals and 

strengthen national space capabilities. Objectives of space programs, particularly in the Global South, 

include remote sensing technology for agriculture, water resource management, weather forecasting, 

telecommunications, telemedicine, and education. Due to space’s dual-use and strategic nature, coopera-

tion regarding space tends to rely on diplomacy, international treaties, and other agreements to support 

peaceful purposes.” 

 

African Space Agencies Have the Potential to Lead the Global Space Race (May 2nd, 2023)  

“African nations have the potential to become leading competitors in the space industry due to the conti-

nent’s rapidly expanding space industry, the amount of institutional knowledge already available, and its 

large youth population poised to become the next generation of space innovators.” 

The New Space Race 

https://www.nbcnews.com/science/space/russia-india-china-us-are-heading-lunar-south-pole-rcna100495
https://www.nbcnews.com/science/space/russia-india-china-us-are-heading-lunar-south-pole-rcna100495
https://www.wilsoncenter.org/video/new-space-age-new-space-race-already-underway
https://www.sciencediplomacy.org/perspective/2023/contours-space-diplomacy-in-global-south
https://spacenews.com/african-space-agencies-have-the-potential-to-lead-the-global-space-race/


 

China’s Space Dream Is a Legal Nightmare (April 21st, 2023) 

“In January, Hong Kong Aerospace Technology Group, a Chinese company, signed an agreement with the 

government of Djibouti to build a rocket launch facility in Obock, a small port town in the country’s north. 

If completed, it would mark the first instance of a launch facility funded by China or a private Chinese com-

pany in foreign territory. Building a spaceport is a difficult endeavor, and building such a facility on foreign 

soil is even more complicated. While challenges may ultimately stall or scupper the arrangement, the po-

tential site in Obock serves as an important case study for how China or other actors could expand their 

geopolitical playbook to circumvent the international space governance regime.” 

The Space Race Expands: Why African Nations Are Looking Beyond Earth (April 15th, 2022)  

“The African space industry’s immense growth in recent years is a product of innovation in its applications, 

a need for stronger control of natural resources, and a desire to join the ranks of the preeminent space 

powers of the 21st century.” 

 

Dueling Superpowers, Rival Billionaires. Inside the New Race to the Moon (July 18th, 2019)  

“Today, SpaceX is one of a handful of powerful players—starry-eyed billionaires and the world’s two rich-

est countries—competing in a race to set up shop on the moon. In the 1960s, it was a two-party sprint be-

tween the U.S. and the Soviet Union to be the first to get boots on the lunar surface, but this time around 

the U.S. finds itself in a bigger, multifront competition with private companies like SpaceX and Jeff Bezos’ 

Blue Origin and international powers, most critically China.” 

The New Space Race 

https://foreignpolicy.com/2023/04/21/china-space-law-treaty-djibouti-obock-launch-facility-ost/
https://hir.harvard.edu/why-african-nations-are-shooting-for-the-stars/
https://time.com/longform/race-to-the-moon/


 

Space Diplomacy Could Ensure a Safer Earth (2023) 

“Our problems and challenges are no longer confined to our planet alone. The space race, which began in 

the mid-20th century as a competition between Cold-War rivals the United States and the Soviet Union, has 

not only intensified over the years, but also has grown into a much larger phenomenon. Now, nations and 

private entities are vying for supremacy in space, for varied reasons and through multiple means.” 

 

Space Diplomacy Lab - Rethinking Diplomacy (July 6th, 2023) 

“A new era of human space activity is unfolding every day before our eyes.  An increasing number of nation-

states and private sector actors are now capable of deploying a wide array of space technologies to low 

Earth orbit and beyond. The immense economic, scientific, and societal potential of today’s space renais-

sance has unlocked fresh opportunities for unprecedented innovation and international strategic coopera-

tion beyond Earth’s atmosphere.  But just like the turbulent nature of international affairs here on Earth, the 

very human proclivity to take actions endangering the promise of these giant leaps off our planet requires 

some form of Anticipatory Diplomacy. Without urgent risk mitigation to address a growing list of space se-

curity and regulatory challenges facing the global community, humanity’s burgeoning off-planet future 

could be grounded before it truly blasts off.” 

 

Space Diplomacy: Tools, Processes & Approaches in 2023 

“As of today, more than 70 countries in the world have some kind of space programme, and a dozen compa-

nies are having or planning to have some kind of ‘business’ in space. The value of the space industry is esti-

mated at 350 billion dollars.” 

 

Understanding Space Diplomacy 

 from the U.S. Perspective  

https://foreignpolicy.com/sponsored/space-diplomacy-could-ensure-a-safer-earth/
https://sites.duke.edu/rethinkingdiplomacy/space-diplomacy-lab/
https://www.diplomacy.edu/topics/space-diplomacy/


 

United States Leads in Space with Diplomacy | PRESS STATEMENT (May 30th, 2023) 

“...the Department of State is releasing [their] first-ever Strategic Framework 

for Space Diplomacy, a groundbreaking initiative to advance U.S. global 

space leadership. Through this Framework, [the U.S.] will expand interna-

tional cooperation on mutually beneficial space activities, including through 

the Artemis Accords, and commitments against destructive anti-satellite 

missile tests. [This Framework] will encourage responsible behavior, 

strengthen understanding and support for U.S. national space policies, and 

promote international use of U.S. space capabilities.” 

 

A Strategic Framework for Space Diplomacy (May, 26th, 2023) 

“This first Strategic Framework for Space Diplomacy outlines how State Department diplomacy will ad-

vance continued U.S. space leadership and will expand international cooperation on mutually beneficial 

space activities, while promoting responsible behavior from all space actors, strengthening the under-

standing of, and support for, U.S. national space policies and programs, and promoting international use 

of U.S. space capabilities, systems, and services.” 

 

Episode #17 | Space Diplomacy - Leiden University (May 17th, 2023)  

“Host Ilen Madhavji is joined by Mai'a Cross, co-editor of the new HJD Special Issues on Space Diploma-

cy, to explore how diplomacy operates in outer space. With the United States and China engaging in a 

"Space Race 2.0" we are often exposed to the security implications of space competition, but space di-

plomacy can give us confidence that collaboration can be an even stronger driving force for peace, devel-

opment, and exploration for all of humankind.” 

 

Space Diplomacy and the ‘Overview Effect’ (April 27th, 2023) 

“Astronauts looking at Earth from orbital or lunar missions often say they cannot see borders and bound-

aries that mean so much to surface dwellers, an essential feature of the ‘Overview Effect’, a term the au-

thor coined to describe the identity shift that takes place for many space travellers…Will the art of diplo-

macy change as nation-states send more residents to explore the rest of the solar ecosystem? This ques-

tion seems more relevant than ever, while war rages, largely over borders and boundaries, in the heart of 

Europe. We consider how the ‘Overview Effect’ influences communication, persuasion, and bargaining 

among state and non-state actors active in determining the shape of our future space faring civilisation.” 

Understanding Space Diplomacy 

 from the U.S. Perspective  

https://www.state.gov/united-states-leads-in-space-with-diplomacy/
https://www.state.gov/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/Space-Framework-Clean-2-May-2023-Final-Updated-Accessible-5.25.2023.pdf
https://www.universiteitleiden.nl/hjd/news/2023/episode-17---space-diplomacy
https://brill.com/view/journals/hjd/18/2-3/article-p464_12.xml


 

Introduction. Space Diplomacy: The Final Frontier of Theory and Practice (March 23rd, 2023) 

“[This] article [brings] together the fields of international relations and space studies to advance [the] under-

standing of space diplomacy in the scientific, economic and military realms…This special issue is the first in 

the field of international relations to use theories of diplomacy to bring to light the various ways in which ex-

perts, scientists, astronauts, space enthusiasts and professional diplomats, among others, have shaped the 

formal and informal interactions among states when it comes to this key area of foreign policy.” 

 

Space Diplomacy – Future Perspective (September 30th, 2020) 

“A new type of diplomacy that has emerged in recent years is “space diplomacy,” which is responsible for 

arms control and maintaining the “peaceful uses of outer space”. Weaponization and the militarization of 

space are important and sensitive policy issues for states. The defense of space, and using space for defense, 

are issues that are now being discussed between diplomats worldwide. Many issues are also being negotiated 

by international space organizations. This article presents the new discipline of space diplomacy and exam-

ines its future by analyzing legal documents negotiated by the international community. The article is rele-

vant to debates on the legal and political aspect of space security and the peaceful use of space for commer-

cial purposes.” 

 

Boosting Space Diplomacy at State 

“With ever-increasing speed, humanity is expanding the scope of its activities in outer space, thanks to pri-

vate enterprise as well as via national pursuits. In the last two years alone, for example, the number of active 

and defunct satellites in low Earth orbit has increased by more than 50 percent, to around 5,000, with plans to 

add tens of thousands more in the coming years. Equally surprising, these satellites are owned and operated 

by nearly 100 different countries and organizations around the world—not just the small but growing number 

of nations with domestic satellite launch capabilities—and involve a wide range of commercial, scientific and 

security and defense endeavors. Dangers lurk, however, and U.S. diplomacy must be prepared.”  

Did You Know? 

“Among state actors, the United States is the leader in both public space investment (at $54.6 billion in 2021—almost 60 

percent of global government investment in space) and private space investment in terms of the number of companies 

in the industry (the United States has almost ten times as many space companies as the next country—the United King-

dom).”  https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.brookings.edu/articles/how-space-exploration-is-fueling-the-

fourth-industrial-revolution/&sa=D&source=docs&ust=1702336366155479&usg=AOvVaw2ZPMDYAg0T5qswXe64EJNo 

Understanding Space Diplomacy 

 from the U.S. Perspective  

https://brill.com/view/journals/hjd/18/2-3/article-p193_1.xml?language=en
https://journals.prz.edu.pl/hss/article/view/101
https://afsa.org/boosting-space-diplomacy-state
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.brookings.edu/articles/how-space-exploration-is-fueling-the-fourth-industrial-revolution/&sa=D&source=docs&ust=1702336366155479&usg=AOvVaw2ZPMDYAg0T5qswXe64EJNo
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.brookings.edu/articles/how-space-exploration-is-fueling-the-fourth-industrial-revolution/&sa=D&source=docs&ust=1702336366155479&usg=AOvVaw2ZPMDYAg0T5qswXe64EJNo


 

How the U.S. Seeks to Militarize Outer Space (July 27th, 2023)  

“Space, once the final frontier, could one day become the next battlefield. Through DARPA, the Pen-

tagon's defense research agency, Lockheed Martin has secured a contract to develop a nuclear-powered 

spacecraft named "Draco." Jaganath Sankaran, assistant professor at the Lyndon B. Johnson School of 

Public Affairs at the University of Texas at Austin, joined CBS News to discuss the future of armed con-

flict.” 

 

Sovereignty in Space (May 23rd, 2023) 

“In a future where an orbiting space gateway, mining on the moon and colonization of Mars are envi-

sioned, that military role is likely to change. One reason: a growing call to recognize the need for private 

ownership in some form to encourage the kind of entrepreneurial investment that will help humankind 

make the most of space. Under terms of the Outer Space Treaty, sovereign nations, to whom militaries 

attach, are the only players in space. It’s time now to invite private and commercial entities to the table, 

too, many in the space community argue.” 

 

The Strategic Military Importance of the Space Domain (February 2nd, 2023)  

“In this video, CIGI Senior Fellow and retired Canadian Armed Forces Brigadier-General Robert Mazzolin 

explains how, in recent years, militaries and alliances such as the North Atlantic Treaty Organization have 

established space and cyber branches to address these new operational domains. The current legal frame-

works do not properly address these new threats or prevent warfare from spilling into outer space.” 

Military Presence in Space 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wkalk7Dm6Vk
https://ipdefenseforum.com/2023/03/sovereignty-in-space/
https://www.cigionline.org/multimedia/the-strategic-military-importance-of-the-space-domain/


 

Inside U.S. Space Force As It Guards Against 

Potential Attacks (2022) 

“NBC News’ Tom Costello gets an exclusive 

look inside the main Space Force Satellite Op-

erations Center. The center keeps watch over 

America’s military satellites and the world’s 

GPS network operating in an increasingly hos-

tile environment. Concern at the still relatively 

new military branch is focused on the growing 

presence of Russian and Chinese assets in 

space.” 

 

The Militarization and Weaponization of Space (March 25th, 2021)  

“In this episode of the Space Security and Safety (SSS) program Informational Space Policy Video 

Series—the Strauss Center’s Brumley Fellow for the SSS program, Alyssa Goessler, explains the 

weaponization and militarization of space, giving special attention to the distinctions between the 

two terms. Alyssa also explains various related concepts and technologies, including anti-satellite 

weapons (ASATs), rendezvous and proximity operations (RPOs), the “space arms race,” and more. 

After describing the current state of play for the militarization of outer space, Alyssa also provides 

some policy and research recommendations for resisting this trend.” 

 

Conflict and Controversy in the Space Domain: Legalities, Lethalities, and Celestial Security 

(September 29th, 2020) 

“This article assumes the inevitability of space exploration—including celestial body resource exploi-

tation, weapon research and developments, and the human colonization of Mars—in an attempt to 

answer the question of how important the role is for American leadership of human expansion into 

space. The author explores the technologies available in today's space race environment, including 

potential future energy resources available in space, weapon systems designed for space warfare, 

the legal implications of each, and some potential consequences of different nations gaining the up-

per hand in the heavens.”  

 

Space Force : Inside America's Newest Military Branch (2020)  

“The mission of protecting America’s vulnerable orbital networks falls to U.S. Space Command and 

Space Force, which since December has the same status as the Army, Navy, Air Force and Marines.” 

Military Presence in Space 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AKRC2Tyg0bE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AKRC2Tyg0bE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cd4CJOIaJ3o
https://www.airuniversity.af.edu/Wild-Blue-Yonder/Article-Display/Article/2362296/conflict-and-controversy-in-the-space-domain-legalities-lethalities-and-celesti/
https://www.airuniversity.af.edu/Wild-Blue-Yonder/Article-Display/Article/2362296/conflict-and-controversy-in-the-space-domain-legalities-lethalities-and-celesti/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hmSdl4yheeg


 

The Space (Innovation) Race: The Inevitable Relationship between Military Technology and Innovation 

(July 1st, 2019) 

“Access to outer space is becoming more achievable by a wider array of state and non-state actors. 

This access is partly fuelled by the constant development of technology that brings down the cost of 

such access and makes actual space activities more varied and widespread. Associated with these de-

velopments is the correlative use of space by military forces, thus manifesting an enduring competition 

for strategic ascendancy. The combination of multiple actors, advancing technology and the ever-

present reality of geopolitical contention in space has put pressure on the existing outer space treaty 

regime…This article argues that the time has come to reconcile differing legal regimes to craft solu-

tions for the current space realities. Moreover, creative thinking in merging 'soft' international law with 

'hard' domestic law, reaching past the inertia that current international decision-making bodies seem 

to exhibit, and rethinking interpretations of some Outer Space Treaty provisions by having regard to 

actual state practice, are areas which need to be fully explored. More strategically, creating a new ap-

preciation and legal mindset for tackling the exponential growth of technology and civil-military space 

activity is required if space exploration and use is to be sustainably undertaken.” 

 

What Does the Future Hold for the US Military in Space? (May 31st, 2019)  

“In this episode of the MWI Podcast, we’re joined by Dr. Moriba Jah, an associate professor in the De-

partment of Aerospace Engineering and Engineering Mechanics at the University of Texas at Austin. 

An expert in the science of orbital mechanics, he works to monitor space and track thousands of ob-

jects orbiting Earth. During the conversation, Dr. Jah describes why it’s so important that we have an 

accurate understanding of what is in space and where those objects are—especially for the military. As 

he explains, when the US government first started launching things into orbit, there wasn’t much else 

there. But since then, with more countries launching their own satellites and now private companies 

becoming increasingly involved, space is much more crowded. and as you’ll hear in the episode, that 

has important implications for the US military.” 

Did You Know? 

“U.S. Space Force-operated Defense Support Program (DSP) satellites are a key part of North Ameri-

ca's early warning systems. In their 22,300-mile, geosynchronous orbits, DSP satellites help protect 

the United States and its allies by detecting missile launches, space launches and nuclear detona-

tions. “  https://www.spaceforce.mil/About-Us/Fact-Sheets/#:~:text=U.S.%20Space%20Force%2Doperated%

20Defense,space%20launches%20and%20nuclear%20detonations.  

Military Presence in Space 

https://search.informit.org/doi/abs/10.3316/INFORMIT.584112087818640
https://search.informit.org/doi/abs/10.3316/INFORMIT.584112087818640
https://mwi.westpoint.edu/mwi-podcast-future-hold-us-military-space/
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.spaceforce.mil/About-Us/Fact-Sheets/%23:~:text%3DU.S.%2520Space%2520Force%252Doperated%2520Defense,space%2520launches%2520and%2520nuclear%2520detonations&sa=D&source=docs&ust=1702336366136913&usg=AOvVaw3QqO155SnQ65YZsa
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.spaceforce.mil/About-Us/Fact-Sheets/%23:~:text%3DU.S.%2520Space%2520Force%252Doperated%2520Defense,space%2520launches%2520and%2520nuclear%2520detonations&sa=D&source=docs&ust=1702336366136913&usg=AOvVaw3QqO155SnQ65YZsa


 Space 201: Thinking About the Space Do-

main Space Tourism & Commercial Space 

Initiatives The Future of Space Explora-

tion & Development (2018)  

“Over the past three decades, the role of 

outer space in military operations has risen 

steadily. From the inception of the space age, America’s activities in space have included a large national 

security component. The development of satellites was not only a matter of national prestige in the ideo-

logical competition of the Cold War, but also an effort to monitor military and other developments from the 

strategic high ground of space. Many of the earliest satellites were engaged in the gathering of intelli-

gence.” 

 

About the Space Force | United States Space Force   

“The U.S. Space Force was established on Dec. 20, 2019, when the National Defense Authorization Act was 

signed into law, creating the first new branch of the armed services since 1947. The establishment of the 

USSF resulted from widespread recognition that space is a national security imperative. When combined 

with the growing threat posed by strategic competitors in space, it became clear that there was a need for a 

military service focused solely on pursuing superiority in the space domain.” 

Military Presence in Space 

Fast Fact 
 
The U.S. Space Force was established on Dec. 20, 2019, when 
the National Defense Authorization Act was signed into law, 
creating the first new branch of the armed services since 
1947. The establishment of the USSF resulted from wide-
spread recognition that space is a national security impera-
tive. When combined with the growing threat posed by stra-
tegic competitors in space, it became clear that there was a 
need for a military service focused solely on pursuing superi-
ority in the space domain. https://www.spaceforce.mil/About
-Us/About-Space-Force/ 

https://www.heritage.org/sites/default/files/2019-10/2018_IndexOfUSMilitaryStrength_Space%20201_Thinking%20About%20the%20Space%20Domain.pdf
https://www.heritage.org/sites/default/files/2019-10/2018_IndexOfUSMilitaryStrength_Space%20201_Thinking%20About%20the%20Space%20Domain.pdf
https://www.heritage.org/sites/default/files/2019-10/2018_IndexOfUSMilitaryStrength_Space%20201_Thinking%20About%20the%20Space%20Domain.pdf
https://www.heritage.org/sites/default/files/2019-10/2018_IndexOfUSMilitaryStrength_Space%20201_Thinking%20About%20the%20Space%20Domain.pdf
https://www.spaceforce.mil/About-Us/About-Space-Force/
https://www.spaceforce.mil/About-Us/About-Space-Force/
https://www.spaceforce.mil/About-Us/About-Space-Force/


 

Cybersecurity and Outer Space (2023)  

“The dramatic expansion of space capabilities has transformed space systems into critical infrastructure 

for many aspects of human society and for national security. With opportunities for global societal bene-

fits come risks. The global governance framework remains weak and contested. Vulnerabilities now exist 

with space systems, and these are especially pronounced in the face of cyberthreats. We now confront a 

volatile “space-cyber nexus,” which this essay series explores across a diverse and wide range of perspec-

tives. The series is organized around three themes: space security and risk; international governance chal-

lenges; and global perspectives and the pursuit of inclusivity.” 

 

Breaking the Impasse Over Security in Space (September 2023) 

“As the international use of space has become more complicated since the end of the Cold War, multilat-

eral discussions about ensuring the security of this shared domain have stalled because of circular argu-

ments. Yet, the need to address this challenge is acute because space security continues to grow as a fac-

tor in overall global stability and, in fact, has become more relevant, given that many more countries are 

interested in the benefits that come from space assets and in counterspace capabilities.”   

 

EU SST: Ensuring Space Safety and Sustainability (July 21st, 2023)  

“With increasingly congested orbits, it is critical to ensure the safety of space operations and space sus-

tainability in the long term. Watch this video to learn how [EU Space Surveillance and Tracking] works in 

practice to provide space safety services.” 

 

Official Details Space-Based Treats and U.S. Countermeasures (April 26th, 2023) 

“Space plays a critical role in the nation's security and America's prosperity, " said John F. Plumb, assistant 

secretary of defense for space policy. ‘For the Department of Defense space is essential to how we com-

pete and fight in every domain. It provides us with a missile warning and missile tracking critical to de-

fending our homeland. It provides position navigation and timing to strike targets with precision. And it 

provides communication in austere environments to support global command and control. To put it simp-

ly, space-based missions are essential to the U.S. way of war,’ he said.” 

Did You Know? 

“NASA is…collaborating with the private sector for its Artemis program, which aims to put astronauts, includ-

ing the first woman, on the moon by 2024. In April 2020, NASA announced that the human landers for the 

program would be developed by SpaceX; Blue Origin, owned by Jeff Bezos, founder and chief executive of 

Amazon; and the Alabama-based company Dynetics.” https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/space-exploration-

and-us-competitiveness   

Space Security and Safety 

https://www.cigionline.org/cybersecurity-and-outer-space/
https://www.proquest.com/openview/1a8d6625544698ed749786c1c2dd3c56/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=37049
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vKhULZzRlow
https://www.defense.gov/News/News-Stories/Article/Article/3375577/official-details-space-based-threats-and-us-countermeasures/
https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/space-exploration-and-us-competitiveness
https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/space-exploration-and-us-competitiveness


 

Space Warfare and the 

Weaponization of Outer 

Space (2023)  

“In this episode, we go 

into outer space. We 

don’t just stay in the low 

earth orbit (LEO) of the 

international space sta-

tion, but move all the 

way to high (HEO), geo-

stationary orbits (GEO) 

more than twenty-six 

thousand miles (35,786 

km) above the Earth’s equator, where some of our most valuable and vulnerable satellites operate. We 

look at what the United States, China, and Russia are doing in the area of space warfare. We look at what 

our militaries are doing to weaponize outer space…The implications of space warfare are catastrophic, 

and yet, the public is largely unaware of the dangers orbiting right above our heads. It’s high time we take 

notice.” 

 

Space Diplomacy - UN Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (April 21st, 2022) 

“In this episode, Robin Dickey, policy analyst at the Center for Space Policy and Strategy, will interview 

Peter Martinez, executive director of the Secure World Foundation and the former chair of the UN 

COPUOS Working Group on the Long-Term Sustainability of Outer Space Activities. This episode will fo-

cus on the history of space diplomacy in COPUOS, some of the major current efforts to keep space safe 

and sustainable, and future challenges and opportunities for international space cooperation and diplo-

macy in the UN.” 

 

Threats, Challenges, and Opportunities in Space (April 6th, 2020) 

“This live streaming event explored the threats and challenges facing the United States and others in the 

space domain. Dr. Chris Ford, Assistant Secretary of State for International Security and Nonproliferation, 

delivered a keynote address and answered questions from the online audience on the U.S. administra-

tion’s approach to meeting the evolving challenges to U.S. interests in outer space. The keynote was fol-

lowed by a presentation and panel discussion featuring Brian Weeden and Victoria Samson of the Secure 

World Foundation and Todd Harrison, Kaitlyn Johnson, Thomas G. Roberts, and Makena Young of CSIS.” 

Space Security and Safety 

https://hiddenforces.io/podcasts/199/
https://hiddenforces.io/podcasts/199/
https://hiddenforces.io/podcasts/199/
https://csps.aerospace.org/events/show/episode089-space-diplomacy-un-committee-peaceful-uses-outer-space
https://www.csis.org/podcasts/csis-events/threats-challenges-and-opportunities-space


 

Challenges for Ensuring the Security, Safety and Sustainability of Outer Space Activities (June 2019) 

“The 50th anniversary of the first human landing on the moon presents an opportune moment to reflect on 

the security, safety and sustainability challenges that humankind will have to confront as we expand the 

sphere of human economic, political and social activity beyond low Earth orbit over the next 50 years. 

Three overarching challenges are identified: the challenge of governance; the challenge of information 

sharing; and the challenge of maintaining strategic stability in the military uses of outer space in order to 

preserve outer space for peaceful use and exploration.” 

 

Outer Space SARPs: A Mechanism for Implementation of Space Safety Standards (June 2019) 

“Over the past few decades significant effort has been devoted to increasing the safety of space operations. 

This has resulted in significant technical progress such that the rate of failures and accidents has been re-

duced from the early days of space exploration. However there has been little progress in establishing an 

international legal framework to adopt and standardize these technical safety standards. Despite signifi-

cant efforts of the Inter-Agency Debris Committee (IADC) and the United Nations Committee on the 

Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (UNCOPUOS), international guidelines remain non-binding and unevenly 

applied. There is no legal obligation for States to adopt and conform to any particular set of international 

standards. Individual space operators (both private and government) are obligated to abide not by interna-

tional standards, but by the national regulations set by each individual State, which can vary widely.” 

Space Security and Safety 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2468896719300497
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2468896719300485


 

International Law and Security in Outer Space: Now and Tomorrow (April 1st, 2019) 

“Once the domain of a few spacefaring nations, outer space has exploded with new actors, state and private, in 

recent years. New actors and activities bring new potential threats and concerns for new and existing actors 

alike. In this complex environment, where mistrust and misunderstanding often prevail, international law can 

play an important role in bridging gaps and creating predictability, clarity, and consistency. Although new trea-

ty law is unlikely, the ordinary incremental international law processes of state practice, opinio juris, and inter-

national jurisprudence will help to resolve critical questions about the content and application of international 

law in outer space over time.” 

 

Outer Space: Weapons, Diplomacy, and Security (2010) 

“In the fifty years since the United States and Russia raced to launch the first weapons into outer space, the mil-

itary, commercial, and scientific development of space has advanced at a rapid pace. While space has not trans-

formed—yet—into a new field for armed conflict, its potential for militarization makes cooperation between 

nations an urgent global priority.” 

Space Security and Safety 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/american-journal-of-international-law/article/international-law-and-security-in-outer-space-now-and-tomorrow/2591D90C09C4A9375DE81F750DA98DDE
https://carnegieendowment.org/files/outer_space_excerpt1.pdf


 

Space Tourism (November 7th, 2023)  

“Since the flight of the world’s first space tourist, American businessman Dennis Tito, on April 28, 2001, 

space tourism has gained new prominence as more suborbital and orbital tourism opportunities have be-

come available.” 

 

Space Tourism: The Next Great Leap | CBS Reports (October 3rd, 2023)  

“In the aftermath of the Titan submersible tragedy, extreme travel has come under fresh scrutiny. But 

one industry stands out for both its allure and the lack of regulation protecting participants' safety: space 

tourism. CBS Reports explores the next great leap for humankind and whether regulators and industry 

stakeholders are striking the right balance between encouraging innovation and ensuring safety.” 

 

Virgin Galactic’s First Space Tourists Had a ‘Surreal Experience’ (August 23rd, 2023)  

“Billionaire Richard Branson founded Virgin Galactic in 2004, and it built up a backlog of 800 paying pas-

sengers. After years of missed deadlines, the company finally started delivering on its long-promised 

journeys with an inaugural commercial launch in June funded by the Italian air force.” 

 

Watch: Virgin Galactic Launches Its First Space Flight for Tourists (August 10th, 2023)  

“Virgin Galactic took its first paying customers on a rocket to reach the edge of space on Thursday, com-

pleting its second commercial space flight.” 

Commercial Space Tourism 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/space-tourism
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ezShKMbMIE
https://edition.cnn.com/2023/08/12/world/virgin-galactic-science-newsletter-wt-scn/index.html
https://www.wsj.com/video/watch-virgin-galactic-launches-its-first-space-flight-for-tourists/BB1B777D-3840-4DBA-8D4C-054FE25D2340


 

The Environmental and Moral Implications of Human Space Travel (January 15th, 2023) 

“Humans have long dreamed of traveling to space. In response to the recent increase in commercial space 

flight, this paper evaluates environmental impacts of human space travel, both past and present, to shed 

light on the large environmental footprint of such activities. This environmental impact also has a moral 

component, since most of the global population will never be able to participate in such activities, yet still 

must bear the cost. Ironically, instead of a space future acting as a relief valve on Earth's resources, few activ-

ities exact a heavier burden on our planet's resources than the space pursuit, for the number of people it 

serves.” 

 

The Future of Space Tourism Is Now. Well, Not Quite. (May 7th, 2022) 

From zero-pressure balloon trips to astronaut boot camps, reservations for getting off the planet — or pre-

tending to — are skyrocketing. The prices, however, are still out of this world. 

 

The Commercial Space Age Is Here 

(February 12th, 2021) 

“There’s no shortage of hype sur-

rounding the commercial space in-

dustry. But while tech leaders prom-

ise us moon bases and settlements 

on Mars, the space economy has 

thus far remained distinctly local — 

at least in a cosmic sense. Last year, 

however, we crossed an important 

threshold: For the first time in human 

history, humans accessed space via a 

vehicle built and owned not by any 

government, but by a private corpo-

ration with its sights set on afforda-

ble space settlement. It was the first 

significant step towards building an 

economy both in space and for 

space. The implications — for busi-

ness, policy, and society at large — 

are hard to overstate.” 

Commercial Space Tourism 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0048969722063215
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/05/07/travel/space-travel-tourism.html
https://hbr.org/2021/02/the-commercial-space-age-is-here
https://hbr.org/2021/02/the-commercial-space-age-is-here


 

Space Tourism and Commercial Deep Space: Humans Going to and Beyond Low Earth Orbit (2021) 

“After some 60 

years of highly 

trained astro-

nauts going into 

space, the relat-

ed technologies 

and costs have 

altered to the 

point where in-

creasing numbers 

of private citizens 

can become 

space tourists, initially suborbital for minimal times and Earth orbital for up to the order of two weeks. 

There has also developed a rapidly improving digital reality/immersive virtual presence technology 

providing space tourism experiences at minimal cost and available essentially to everyone. The safety 

aspects of physical space tourism need further development, but those that relate to the space environ-

ment are tolerable for a few weeks from the 60 years of manned space flight experience. As space tour-

ism over the years expands beyond earth orbit to the moon, Mars, asteroids, other planets, etc., the 

safety issues will need to be seriously addressed. Tourism is only a portion of what will become major 

opportunities and expansion of commercial space beyond earth utilities into deep space, enabled by the 

ongoing major reductions in the costs of space access.” 

 

Space Tourism and Commercialization (August 2nd, 2019)  

“Mike Read, International Space Station Commercial Space Utilization Manager, discusses NASA's new 

directive that further opens up the station for commercialization and space tourism with the goal of 

developing a robust economy in low-Earth orbit.” 

 

Lesson Plan for English Teachers - Space Tourism 

“This lesson is based on an article about the growing space tourism industry. The text focuses on the 

different companies that will be operating in this market, including Richard Branson’s Virgin Galactic, as 

well as the future costs and environmental impact of commercial space flights. The grammar section 

features reported speech: statements and questions. At the end of the lesson, students discuss whether 

they believe space tourism could become a huge market.” 

Commercial Space Tourism 

https://www.igi-global.com/chapter/space-tourism-and-commercial-deep-space/276269
https://www.nasa.gov/podcasts/houston-we-have-a-podcast/space-tourism-and-commercialization/
https://www.linguahouse.com/esl-lesson-plans/general-english/space-tourism


 

Going Farther Together: The U.S.-Japan Space 

Pact Is an Accelerator (February 2nd, 2023) 

“On January 13, the United States and Japan cel-

ebrated signing a space partnership agreement 

that was more than 10 years in the making—the 

Framework Agreement for Cooperation in the 

Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including 

the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, for Peace-

ful Purposes. During the signing ceremony at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

(NASA) Headquarters, U.S. secretary of state Antony Blinken affirmed that the ‘future of space is collab-

oration’ and this pact will enable both countries to ‘go farther and learn even more together.’” 

 

China’s Space Ambitions Are Fueling Competition and Collaboration (October 31st, 2022) 

“At 3:37 a.m. ET on Monday, China launched the last key component of its space station, the latest step 

in the country’s efforts to become a leading space power…As competition grows, China and the U.S. are 

accusing each other of militarizing outer space. The Chinese space program’s opaque ties to the Peo-

ple’s Liberation Army fuels Washington’s concerns over using civilian facilities for surveillance and intel-

ligence, even though NASA has a history of working with U.S. defense agencies. Citing security issues, 

the U.S. in 2011 passed a law barring China from joining the ISS and requiring FBI approval for any space 

information exchange with the country. Most recently, NASA Administrator Bill Nelson accused China 

of planning to colonize the moon, stealing tech and using the Tiangong to study how to destroy other 

satellites, a claim China has vehemently denied.” 

 

A Shared Frontier? Collaboration and Competition in the Space Domain (June 15th, 2022) 

“In the realm of space, the race to the most advanced technology is a fierce one. Countries across the 

world compete to employ the best and brightest scientists to work on projects like anti-satellite weap-

ons (ASATs), launchers, and probes, which are crucial to achieving military, economic, and scientific 

dominance in space. However, the interests of scientific researchers, the creators of these technologies, 

and national governments, the users of these technologies, aren’t always aligned: the scientific commu-

nity benefits greatly from open collaboration with international colleagues, while governments would 

prefer to keep new developments guarded. With that in mind, how might states best balance national 

security interests with constructive (and necessary) scientific collaboration?” 
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https://www.csis.org/analysis/going-farther-together-us-japan-space-pact-accelerator
https://www.csis.org/analysis/going-farther-together-us-japan-space-pact-accelerator
https://time.com/6226631/china-space-station-mengtian-launch/
https://hir.harvard.edu/a-shared-frontier-collaboration-and-competition-in-the-space-domain/


 

Space Diplomacy Through 

the International Visitor 

Leadership Program (IVLP) 

(November 28th, 2023) 

“Through collaboration, 

cooperation, and diploma-

cy, the United States and 

our space partners are ad-

vancing science, address-

ing global societal chal-

lenges, and exploring and 

using space to benefit all 

humankind. This year, the U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs has im-

plemented three International Visitor Leadership Program (IVLP) initiatives to enhance peaceful space 

cooperation and foster lasting connections between Americans and space professionals around the world. 

By working together, we discover more and go farther.” 

 

Outer Space Must Be a Place for Peace and Cooperation, Not an Arms Race, Speakers Affirm, as Fourth 

Committee Takes Up Space Matters (October 24th, 2023) 

“Outer space must become an arena for international cooperation for global sustainable development, 

and not a theatre for an arms race, the Fourth Committee (Special Political and Decolonization) heard to-

day as it began its consideration of international cooperation in the peaceful uses of outer space.” 

 

The Outer Space as a Domain of Competition and Collaboration from the Cold War to Today (September 

21st, 2023) 

“In the 20th century, breakthroughs in technology and science enabled remarkable space exploration. The 

Soviet Union launched Sputnik-1, the first artificial satellite, in 1957,signaling the beginning of a new phase 

called the Space Age. The dominant view during the Cold War era was to view space activities from a mili-

tary perspective, while seeking arms control at the international level. In the end, it turned out to be a geo-

political competition between the United States and the Soviet Union… This thesis examines how space 

exploration has evolved and progressed from the Cold War to the present. It also examines how global 

competitive dynamics are shaping space policy in the 21st century. It suggests that competition in space is 

likely to increase.” 
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https://eca.state.gov/highlight/space-diplomacy-through-international-visitor-leadership-program-ivlp
https://eca.state.gov/highlight/space-diplomacy-through-international-visitor-leadership-program-ivlp
https://eca.state.gov/highlight/space-diplomacy-through-international-visitor-leadership-program-ivlp
https://eca.state.gov/highlight/space-diplomacy-through-international-visitor-leadership-program-ivlp
https://press.un.org/en/2023/gaspd788.doc.htm
https://press.un.org/en/2023/gaspd788.doc.htm
https://open.metu.edu.tr/handle/11511/105342
https://open.metu.edu.tr/handle/11511/105342


 
Great Power Competition and/or Cooperation in Space: The State of Play (2022) 

“Space is becoming a critical determinant of how states behave in the arena of international relations…

Considering these factors and recent events, what has changed, if at all, as competition and cooperation 

move into space? How do they affect allies’ and adversaries’ views of space-related capacities, and how 

have strategic alignments changed and adapted to new realities?” 

 

Space Exploration and U.S. Competitiveness (September 23rd, 2021) 

“[This article explores how] U.S. space exploration inspired a generation of students and innovators, but 

NASA’s role has diminished, and the number of global space competitors is growing.” 

 

The Space Race: From Competition to Collaboration (2020)  

“In 1957 Sputnik launched, marking the start of a Space Race between the Soviet Union and the USA. 

Less than 20 years later they were working together on the first international space mission. 40 years 

since the beep heard around the world, 15 nations worked together to build the ISS. 60 years later we're 

looking to work together to go back to the Moon to stay.” 

 

The 21st Century Space Race: Geopolitical Competition or Cooperation? 

“In this fourth episode of Wisdom of the Crowd, we take a look at geopolitics, but not just how geopolitics 

play out here on earth. We’re going to zoom out a bit – looking at how space continues to operate as a 

stage for geopolitical competition, long after the Cold War of the last century. Today, new technologies 

and global powers, alongside private giants like SpaceX and Blue Origin, are re-shaping the space race. 

We will hear new perspectives and ask important questions about both the strategic opportunity and im-

mense risk that comes with space exploration and colonization.” 
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https://global.upenn.edu/sites/default/files/perry-world-house/space-goswamithoughtpiece.pdf
https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/space-exploration-and-us-competitiveness
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BBXU2e7eykM
https://www.bfna.org/podcasts/the-21st-century-space-race-geopolitical-competition-or-cooperation-4/


 

60 Years and Counting - The Future 

“NASA’s future will continue to be a story of human exploration, technology, and science. We will go 

back to the Moon to learn more about what it will take to support human exploration to Mars and be-

yond. We will continue to nurture the development of a vibrant low-Earth orbit economy that builds on 

the work done to date by the International Space Station. NASA engineers will develop new technolo-

gies to improve air transport at home and meet the challenges of advanced space exploration. Our scien-

tists will work to increase an understanding of our planet and our place in the universe. We will continue 

to try to answer the question, “Are we alone?” 

 

Advances in Space Technology: Everything You Need to Know | Complete Series | FD Engineering (June 

11th, 2023)  

“A revolution in space technology is unfolding. New players in the launch industry are radically cutting 

the cost of access to space and our understanding of the universe is growing exponentially thanks to 

space-based research. This 13-part series examines all things space, from Jupiter to space communica-

tion. What are the most recent discoveries, and what technology made them possible?” 

 

How Space Exploration is Fueling the Fourth Industrial Revolution (March 28th, 2023)  

“In 2022, the first images from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s (NASA) James 

Webb Space Telescope were released, capturing the world’s attention with breathtaking vistas of thou-

sands of stars, planets, and galaxies, including the most distant galaxies ever detected. These discover-

ies only scratch the surface of what will come from the telescope, thanks to decades of investment and 

partnership between NASA, the European Space Agency (ESA), and the Canadian Space Agency (CSA), 

and continuous advancements in science, which are the backbone of this unprecedented discovery. Be-

yond the Webb Telescope, further discoveries in space are rapidly accelerating, creating an exciting new 

paradigm for space that includes new players, trends, opportunities, and challenges, all propped up by 

the convergence of advanced technologies that are a part of the ongoing, broader Fourth Industrial Rev-

olution (4IR).” 

Space Diplomacy for a Better World: 
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Fast Fact: 

“NASA is developing technologies to drill into regolith (space word for “soil”) on the Moon, Mars, and as-

teroids and to convert it into oxygen, drinkable water, other products to support human and plant life, 

consumables, and fuel sources.”  https://www.nasa.gov/specials/60counting/future.html  

https://www.nasa.gov/specials/60counting/future.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68PlPkeOwng
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68PlPkeOwng
https://www.brookings.edu/articles/how-space-exploration-is-fueling-the-fourth-industrial-revolution/
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.nasa.gov/specials/60counting/future.html&sa=D&source=docs&ust=1702407932328029&usg=AOvVaw3R_4MvL8ZapOe4-FhZFrjS


 

The Future of Space Technology and How It May Benefit Humanity (Spring 2022)  

“The initial question posed for this paper was “What is the future of space technology? What benefits will 

humanity derive from the growing accessibility of space and the space economy?” This paper refocuses the 

question from “benefits” to “effects” for while space technology will certainly benefit humanity, it will likely 

present challenges as well. Even so, this paper takes a more optimistic view of the impact of space technolo-

gies perceiving the latter in terms of creating opportunities rather than vulnerabilities.” 

 

Aerospace In Morocco: Building A Sustainable Country (March 5th, 2022) 

Through its high dependency on agricul-

ture, fishing activities, tourism, the vulner-

ability of key resources such as water and 

forestry, and an important coastal indus-

trial activity, the Moroccan economy is 

especially exposed to the impacts of cli-

mate change due to its geographical loca-

tion, and is prone among others to more 

frequent extreme weather events, water 

scarcity, declining agricultural production, 

and rise in sea level. To combat these 

changes and strengthen the country's in-

frastructure and ecosystems, the aero-

space sector in Morocco is leading the 

charge in creating innovative sustainable 

advancements in farming, fishing, solar 

energy, ports/coastal infrastructure, and 

more. This curriculum resource guide is 

perfect for students, educators, and com-

munity members interested in learning 

about Morocco's aerospace sector and the 

current initiatives, policies, and projects supporting Morocco's climate change response, centering the ways 

space technology is helping Morocco strengthen its infrastructure and economy; protect its people and eco-

systems; and become a sustainable country. 
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https://global.upenn.edu/sites/default/files/perry-world-house/space-ben-itzhakthoughtpiece.pdf
https://www.world-affairs.org/resource/ivlp-alumni-in-the-classroom-aerospace-in-morocco-building-a-sustainable-country/


 

IQT Explains: The Future of Space Technology (September 21st, 2021)  

“In the final episode of our three-part space podcast series, host Vishal Sandesara is joined by Kristi Brad-

ford, Tom Gillespie, and Clayton Williams to explore the future of space. Hear from these domain experts as 

they discuss how the space industry can help shape the future of national security and beyond, including 

trends they’ve seen based on recent activity in the domain.” 

 

Space for Water  

"In 2016, the United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs (UNOOSA) and the Prince Sultan Bin Abdulaziz 

International Prize for Water (PSIPW) signed an agreement to collaborate on their common goal of promot-

ing the use of space-based technology for increased access to water.” 

 

NASA: Episode 50: Futuristic Space Technologies  

“NASA Innovative Advanced Concepts Program Executive Jason Derleth discusses visionary concepts that 

could transform future space missions.” 

 

How Space Exploration Is Helping Us Save the Environment | Yakob Reed | TEDxDonauinselSalon (January 

12th, 2018)  

“Space stations and rockets make us better at leaving our planet, but they might help us stay here too. 

Youth speaker Yakob Reed explains how space programs have been making humanity more sustainable 

through technology, and what this means for the future of our home. Yakob Jake Reed is a high school sen-

ior at the American International School in Vienna who hails from the United States and Malaysia. His inter-

ests in school involve theater arts, jazz guitar, journalism, and public speaking. His academic focuses are in 

Mathematics and Physical and Chemical Science. Jake hopes to study Aerospace Engineering at university. 

This talk was given at a TEDx event using the TED conference format but independently organized by a local 

community.” 
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https://iqt.podbean.com/e/iqt-explains-the-future-of-space-technology/
https://www.unoosa.org/oosa/en/ourwork/topics/space-for-water.html
https://appel.nasa.gov/podcast/episode-50-futuristic-space-technologies/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Uozvj_QjLw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Uozvj_QjLw


 

 



 
Planetary Protection 

“NASA's Planetary Protection policies and requirements ensure safe and verifiable scientific exploration 

for extraterrestrial life. The main objectives are to carefully control forward contamination of other 

worlds by terrestrial organisms and organic materials carried by spacecraft in order to guarantee the in-

tegrity of the search and study of extraterrestrial life, if it exists and rigorously preclude backward con-

tamination of Earth by extraterrestrial life or bioactive molecules in returned samples from habitable 

worlds in order to prevent potentially harmful consequences for humans and the Earth’s biosphere.” 

 

Accelerators: A Vision and Call For Action | Protection of Space Assets (2023) 

“Europe must develop operational systems to enable the detection, identification, and avoidance of nat-

ural and human-made space hazards. There is an urgent need to enhance space sustainability by apply-

ing zero debris principles and developing a new European commercial capacity to provide innovative in-

orbit services, such as deorbiting, repairing and refuelling active satellites, thus creating a circular econo-

my in space.” 

 

Protect Space from Debris and Space Weather (November 24th, 2023)  

“Today’s world is becoming ever more dependent on space-enabled technologies. The protection of 

space assets accelerator aims to keep space-enabled technologies safe from hazards such as space de-

bris and space weather.” 
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https://sma.nasa.gov/sma-disciplines/planetary-protection#:~:text=Planetary%20Protection%20is%20the%20practice,from%20other%20solar%20system%20bodies.
https://vision.esa.int/protection-of-space-assets/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNR0sdyaBLM&t=43s


 

 

 



 
Podcast: Childhood Illness, Planetary Protection, and Sustainable Finance (August 23rd, 2023)  

“Improving planetary protection – How do we make sure we don’t contaminate other worlds with our 

space missions, or contaminate Earth with samples returned from elsewhere in the Solar System? We 

speak to Professor Mark Sephton about a new project to make better risk assessments and improve 

planetary protection.” 

 

Answering Evolution Questions, Planetary Protection, Part 2 (August 4th, 2023)  

“For decades, people have been trying to figure out how to avoid contaminating other planets as they 

explore them—an idea called planetary protection. As missions venture forth to places such as Mars or 

Jupiter’s moon, Europa, the need to protect worlds that could support life becomes more critical. And at 

the same time, as space programs begin to bring samples back to Earth from places like Mars or aster-

oids, planetary protection becomes a concern in another way—the need to protect Earth from potential 

unknown life forms from the cosmos.”  

 

Protecting the Planet: Planetary Protection vs. Planetary Defense (October 14th, 2022)  

“Although both Planetary Protection and Planetary Defense programs at NASA include the word 

“planetary” and aim to protect the planet, that’s where similarities end. These two vital efforts oversee 

very different aspects of the agency’s role in protecting Earth, and in some cases, other planets.” 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnETuOo7l_k
https://www.wnycstudios.org/podcasts/science-friday/segments/answering-evolution-questions-planetary-protection-aug-4-2023-part-2
https://sma.nasa.gov/news/articles/newsitem/2022/10/14/protecting-the-planet-planetary-protection-vs-planetary-defense


 

NASA Releases New Planetary Protection Standard (August 31st, 2022) 

“NASA’s Office of Safety and Mission Assurance released NASA-STD-8719.27, Planetary Protection Stand-

ard, effective Aug. 30, 2022. The standard is a follow-on document complementing NPR 8715.24, Planetary 

Protection Provisions for Robotic Extraterrestrial Missions. It addresses and is relevant to both crewed and 

robotic missions and covers the technical details a mission should consider for the design and execution of 

the Planetary Protection mission throughout the project life cycle. It is relevant starting in the Mission Con-

cept Review and System Requirements Review phase by defining the Planetary Protection categorization to 

end-of-mission disposal reporting.” 

 

Kessler Syndrome and the Space Debris Problem (July 14th, 2022)  

“The Kessler Syndrome is named after former NASA scientist Donald Kessler, who laid out the basic idea in a 

seminal 1978 paper. In that study, titled "Collision Frequency of Artificial Satellites: The Creation of a Debris 

Belt," Kessler and co-author Burton Cour-Palais noted that the likelihood of satellite collisions increases as 

more and more spacecraft are lofted to orbit. And each such smashup would have an outsized impact on the 

orbital environment.” 
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Did You Know? 

“Because of the high speeds at which objects orbit Earth (up to 8 km [5 miles] per second), a collision 

with even a small piece of space debris can damage a spacecraft. For example, space shuttle windows 

often had to be replaced because of damage from collisions with debris smaller than 1 mm (0.04 inch).” 

https://www.britannica.com/technology/space-debris   

https://sma.nasa.gov/news/articles/newsitem/2022/08/31/nasa-releases-new-planetary-protection-standard
https://www.space.com/kessler-syndrome-space-debris
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.britannica.com/technology/space-debris&sa=D&source=docs&ust=1702407932325504&usg=AOvVaw3su_DfqXyTqkKM_BUO-HuY


 

 



 

The UN’s Role in Planetary Protection (January 31st, 2022)  

“Planetary protection is defined as protecting extraterrestrial environments from Earth-based contamination 

(forward contamination), as well as protecting Earth from extraterrestrial contamination (backward contami-

nation). Satellites and space rovers are often sterilized at high temperatures before being launched to ensure 

that no Earth-based organisms are accidentally introduced into outer space. It is akin to protecting ecosys-

tems on Earth from invasive species. For example, when entering protected waterways, boats are encour-

aged to flush out their ballast water and rinse external surfaces to prevent non-native species from infiltrat-

ing the native ecosystem.” 

 

Planetary Protection Policy: For Sustainable Space Exploration and to Safeguard Our Biosphere (November 

4th, 2020) 

“The search for the origin of life amongst the planetary bodies in our solar system is a driving factor in space 

research. However, the simple act of sending a spacecraft to explore in situ solar system objects can poten-

tially compromise their environments and cause harmful contamination when returning to Earth. Avoiding 

such biological contamination of planetary bodies (forward contamination) is essential in the scientific explo-

ration of our solar system, as is protecting Earth’s environment from the introduction of extraterrestrial mat-

ter (backward contamination) from planetary missions. COSPAR, the Committee on Space Research, 

through an international panel of scientists regularly reviews the latest scientific research to provide guide-

lines and categorisation of space missions so as not to jeopardise future research and scientific investigation 

of celestial bodies.” 
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https://hir.harvard.edu/the-uns-role-in-planetary-protection/
https://researchoutreach.org/articles/planetary-protection-policy-sustainable-space-exploration-safeguard-biosphere/
https://researchoutreach.org/articles/planetary-protection-policy-sustainable-space-exploration-safeguard-biosphere/
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Train Like An Astronaut | Space Camp 2024 

“Space Camp has been helping inspire the next generation of explorers for more than 32 years. This inter-

nationally known program with more than 700,000 alumni is based on NASA astronaut training and fo-

cuses on teamwork and leadership skills. Launched in 1982, Space Camp has inspired and motivated 

young people from around the country, and later the world, with attendees from all 50 states, U.S. terri-

tories and more than 150 foreign countries. We offer space, aviation and robotics camps to children be-

tween the ages of 9 to 18, adults of all ages, families, and educators.” 

 

NASA Announces Teams for 2024 Student Launch Challenge (October 4th, 2023) 

“NASA has announced the 70 teams representing 24 states and Puerto Rico selected to compete in the 

2024 Student Launch Challenge. The annual competition – one of NASA’s nine Artemis Student Chal-

lenges – requires middle/high school and college/university students to design, build, and fly a high-

powered amateur rocket and scientific payload.” 

 

REACH A Space Podcast for Kids | Soundsington Media (2023)  

“A Space Podcast for Kids is a weekly, family friendly exploration of our galaxy (and beyond!) with hosts 

Brian Holden and Meredith Stepien. Built for kids and based on questions from kids, REACH educates 

with entertaining segments, fun at-home experiments, and interviews with subject matter experts & 

thought partners from leading institutions like the Adler Planetarium, Cosmosphere, Exploration Place, 

and more. Subscribe today, and get knowledge...within your Reach. A co-production between 

Soundsington Media and Sandy Marshall. Recommended for ages 8+” 

Found in Space: A Science Podcast 

for Kids and Teens (2023)  

“Found in Space: A Science Pod-

cast for Kids and Teens is a semi-

weekly show for young space en-

thusiasts, future astronauts, junior 

scientists, and their families. Epi-

sodes are short, 10 to 15-minute 

explorations of a space topic or lis-

tener question.” 

https://www.rocketcenter.com/SpaceCamp
https://www.nasa.gov/centers-and-facilities/marshall/nasa-announces-teams-for-2024-student-launch-challenge/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/reach-a-space-podcast-for-kids/id1513671470
https://www.arwenhubbard.com/podcasts/found-in-space-a-science-podcast-for-kids-and-teens
https://www.arwenhubbard.com/podcasts/found-in-space-a-science-podcast-for-kids-and-teens


 

NASA Leaders Surprise Students With First Look at Artemis Rocket and Orion Spacecraft (August 2nd, 

2022)  

“Watch the reactions of a group of students, joined by NASA Administrator Bill Nelson and NASA Asso-

ciate Administrator Bob Cabana, who hopped on a tour bus at Kennedy Space Center for an opportunity 

of a lifetime to view the Artemis I Space Launch System rocket and Orion spacecraft in the Vehicle As-

sembly Building's High Bay 3.” 

 

Inspiring Youth with Science in Space 

(October 19th, 2019) 

“All space station partners—NASA, 

Canadian Space Agency, European 

Space Agency, Japan Aerospace Ex-

ploration Agency (JAXA) and State 

Space Corporation ROSCOSMOS 

(ROSCOSMOS)—lead education pro-

jects. These opportunities leverage 

real research to give students experi-

ence with the scientific process.” 

 

Amateur Radio on the International Space Station  

“Amateur Radio on the International Space Station (ARISS) inspires students, worldwide, to pursue in-

terests and  careers in science, technology, engineering and math through amateur radio communica-

tions opportunities with the International Space Station (ISS) on-orbit crew.  Students learn about life 

on board the ISS and explore Earth from space through science and math activities. ARISS provides op-

portunities for the school community (students, teachers, families and community members) to be-

come more aware of the substantial benefits of human spaceflight and the exploration and discovery 

that occur on spaceflight journeys. Students have the opportunity to learn about space technologies 

and the technologies involved with space communications through exploration of amateur radio.” 

 

Introducing the Solar System and Beyond: Kids Edition (May 2nd, 2016)  

“We have an amazing collection of videos straight from NASA that focus on our solar system and the 

instruments that NASA uses to study our tiny corner of the universe.” 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIYqi2y4WlE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIYqi2y4WlE
https://www.nasa.gov/missions/station/inspiring-youth-with-science-in-space/
https://www.nasa.gov/missions/station/inspiring-youth-with-science-in-space/
https://www.ariss.org/about-ariss.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=upCu4h0fsTo&list=PLiuUQ9asub3TDPzGOi_L2hYJGnYwWUAVU


 

Startalk Radio with Neil deGrasse Tyson  

“StarTalk Radio, from Curved Light Productions, was the first popular commercial radio program devoted 

to astronomy, physics, and everything else about life in the universe. Currently, StarTalk entertains and 

educates audiences on Youtube and wherever you find podcasts. The show is hosted by renowned astro-

physicist Neil deGrasse Tyson, the Director of the Hayden Planetarium at the American Museum of Natu-

ral History in New York City. New episodes premiere every Tuesday morning with video episodes posted 

on Thursdays.” 

National Geographic Kids | Passport to Space  

“Get ready for liftoff! Journey beyond Earth with out-of-this-world facts, photos, books, and games about 

all things space.” 
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“The atoms of our bodies are traceable to stars that manufactured them in their cores and ex-
ploded these enriched ingredients across our galaxy, billions of years ago. For this reason, we are 
biologically connected to every other living thing in the world. We are chemically connected to 
all molecules on Earth. And we are atomically connected to all atoms in the universe. We are not 
figuratively, but literally stardust.”  -Neil deGrasse Tyson 

https://startalkmedia.com/
https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/space
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